HP ZR30w 76,2 cm (30") S-IPS LCD Monitor
Now with DisplayPort and billion color support

Introducing the newest 76,2 cm (30”) diagonal Performance Series
monitor from HP. With a 30-bit panel and DisplayPort connectivity,
the ZR30w delivers 4.1 million pixels and 1.07 billion colors.

Bigger just got better
At first glance, the HP ZR30w may look like the
previous 76,2 cm (30”) diagonal Performance
Series monitor, but its new and improved features
make this model a Generation ‘wow’ monitor. For
starters, it has a new aluminum-clad chassis that
uses a minimum of 25% post-consumer recycled
resin for more responsible resource utilization.
Next, it houses a lower power panel, making it
more efficient than previous 76,2 cm (30”) models.
And finally, it comes with an 85% efficient power
supply. Once you take a closer look at the HP
ZR30w, you’ll find that HP has gone to extreme
measures to make their biggest monitor better.

See the billion colors you’ve been missing
The HP ZR30w helps achieve maximum accuracy
with outstanding visual performance technologies.
This display’s S-IPS panel provides brilliant visual
performance and extremely wide viewing angles.
And with a whopping 30-bits per pixel color
resolution, 1.07 billion displayable colors, a
resolution of 2560 x 1600 in a 16:10 aspect
ratio, and a 3000:1 dynamic contrast ratio, you’ll
clearly see what you’ve been missing in the past.
Of course, the ZR30w also includes DisplayPort
and DVI-D inputs, an integrated 4-port USB hub
and an HP Quick Release for simple out of the box
set up.

Enjoy visions of grandeur
The HP ZR30w enables maximum comfort and
best visual positioning with a 6-way adjustable
stand that provides tilt, swivel, and height
adaptability in the column, helping you improve
productivity throughout the day. With the ZR30w,
integrated cable management has also been
simplified with the new, easy to use, snap-on cable
cover.

Better together
Like the HP ZR30w, HP Z Workstations (sold
separately) also feature complementary industrial
design and high-efficiency power supplies. They
are also tested with all HP Performance displays,
so when you put these tools together you’ll
experience a workstation solution that has been
designed with both you and the environment in
mind.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Panel type

Wide-aspect active matrix TFT

Viewable image area

76,2 cm (30") widescreen

Viewing angle

178° horizontal; 178° vertical

Brightness

370 cd/m²

Contrast ratio

1000:1 static; 3000:1 dynamic

Response rate

7 ms

Native resolution

2560 x 1600

Input signal

1 DVI-D; 1 DisplayPort

Input power

Input power: 100 to 240 VAC

Power consumption

185 W maximum; 130 W typical, standby <2 W

Dimensions

with stand: 69.4 x 27.6 x 48.9 cm
without stand: 69.4 x 8.7 x 45.4 cm

Weight

13 kgwith stand

Ergonomic features

Tilt: -5° to + 35°; Swivel: -45º to + 45º

Environmental

Operating temperature: 5 to 35º C; Operating humidity: 10 to 80 %

Options (each sold separately)

Optional HP LCD Monitor Quick Release: An easy-to-use, VESA-compliant, LCD monitor mounting solution that allows you to quickly and securely attach an
LCD monitor to a variety of stands, brackets, arms or wall mounts. Sold separately, part number EM870AA. For more information, refer to the product's Quick
Specs. Optional HP USB Graphics Adapter: enables connection of up to six simultaneous displays to help you boost productivity and multi-task across several
open applications. Use one Adapter to bridge between a notebook or desktop PC and second monitor or use multiple Adapters to connect several displays to
each other. Sold separately, part number NL571AA. For more information, refer to the product's Quick Specs. Optional HP Business PC Security Lock Kit:
attaches to the rear of the PC with a six-foot steel cable that can be used to secure a PC or peripherals such as mice, keyboards, monitors or USB security
devices to protect them against unauthorized removal by physically connecting the system to an anchor point. Sold separately, part number PV606AA. For
more information, refer to the product's Quick Specs.

Certification and compliance

ISO 9241-307 VDT Guidelines Approval, CISPR Requirements, VCCI Approvals, MIC (Korean) Requirements, CSA, Australian ACA Approval, “GS” Mark,
TUV Approvals, CE Marking, FCC Approval, Microsoft® Windows® Certification (Microsoft® Windows® 98, Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft Windows
XP, Windows Vista® Premium, and Windows 7).

Warranty

Protected by HP, including a 3 years parts, 3 years labor, and 3 years onsite service (3/3/3) standard limited warranty. Certain restrictions and exclusions
apply.

For more information, please visit www.hp.com/eur/monitors
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Accessories and Services

HP DreamColor
Advanced Profiling
Solution

The HP DreamColor Advanced Profiling Solution (APS) is an optional LCD
display device designed to work with DreamColor color-managed devices,
including the HP DreamColor LP2480zx display and select models of the HP
mobile workstation series. It allows users to quickly and accurately calibrate the
display's front-of-screen settings to prevent any drift of critical color or whitepoint
settings. The device is especially of interest to professional users who require
precision color accuracy in their work output.

Product number: KZ300AA

HP LCD Hood Kit

The HP LCD-Hood Kit is a monitor option designed to block the glare from
overhead lighting. The hood helps to improve the color and contrast
performance of the monitor in a room with bright overhead lights.

Product number: KZ301AA

5 years Next Business
Day Large Monitor,
HW Support

Offers an easy-to-purchase, easy-to-use onsite hardware repair service for
your HP product.

Product number: UE370E

For more information, please visit www.hp.com/eur/hpoptions

